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Enjoy the most popular TouchLive games with iPhone!
iPhone application is now released
DARTSLIVE Co., Ltd (HQ: Shibuya, Tokyo, CEO: Shintaro Takaya, hereafter called “DARTSLIVE”), a company that operates services
for DARTSLIVE commercial electronic darts machine, is pleased to announce the release of 6 popular games of “TouchLive” for iPhone and
iPod touch application.
”TouchLive” is a touch panel game machine which utilizes the network system of DARTSLIVE.
“TouchLive” has obtained its popularity as a touch panel game machine which features unique functions such as communicating
with players all around the country through its network and the usage of the IC card commonly used with “DARTSLIVE” which
enables players to enjoy darts as well. Since the release in 2006, “TouchLive” has been familiar to the darts bars all over the country.
“TouchLive” is regularly installed 20 casual games such as puzzle and quiz games, which you can play by just touching the screen.
This time, 6 popular games will be released as iPhone applications. Using the touch panel of iPhone will enable anyone and
anywhere to enjoy the high quality which is by no means inferior to the commercial used games.
Above Apps can be downloaded free from App Store（※2）. Virtual coins used in the games can be acquired through conditions
such as registering Twitter and recording high score. Users can also purchase coins at once in option (※admission-paid)
As iPhone has been increasing its popularity in and out of the country, we hope releasing these applications will create an access
and an opportunity for more players to experience the enjoyment of “TouchLive”.

『TouchLive』Application Outline

【Supported Devices】iPhone and iPod touch, compatible with iOS since ver. 3.1.3 【Supported Languages】Japanese / English
【Games to be Released】
１．JUNGLE BIRDS ２．BeeBee 8 ３．DICE IT ４．DeepAtlantis
５．Fish Splash ６．Finding Twins
※More titles are scheduled to be distributed hereafter.
【Availability】Download from App Store (Free)
※1 game play per 1 coin (coins available through twitter registration and by recording high-score etc, purchase system also
available)
【Application introduction URL】
http://www.dartslive.com/App/touch_japan.html (Japanese) http://www.dartslive.com/App/touch_english.html (English)
（※1）”iPhone” and “iPod touch” are trademark of Apple Inc.
（※2）“App Store” is a name of service providing application software download for iPhone and iPod touch operated by Apple Inc.

Seeking to become a true “Community Entertainment Company” that realizes the connection to “heart to
heart” ── DARTSLIVE will continue to create a world filled with various entertainments in purpose of
realizing mental wealth and happiness for each user’s life.

－For Press Inquiries－
e-mail：shuzai@dartslive.co.jp

URL：http://www.dartslive.co.jp/

*The names of the companies and products mentioned above are the registered trademarks or trademark of the company in question.
*The original draft, which was written and interpreted in Japanese, supersedes any translated documents regarding the content.

